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There exist memoryless zero-capacity quantum channels that when used jointly result in the chan-
nel with positive capacity. This phenomenon is called superactivation. Making use of Parrondo’s
paradox, we exhibit examples of superactivation-like effect for the capacity of classical communica-
tion channels as well as quantum and private capacity of quantum channels with memory. There
are several ingredients necessary for superactivation of quantum capacity to occur in memoryless
case. The first one is the requirement for the quantum channels which are amenable for superac-
tivation to come from two distinct families – binding entanglement channels and erasure channels.
The second one is the ability to utilize inputs which are entangled across the uses of the channels.
Our construction uses a single family of erasure channels with classical memory to achieve the same
superactivation-like effect for quantum capacity without any of the ingredients above.
When can we achieve reliable communication over an
imperfect channel? Classical information theory, devel-
oped by Shannon, gives a satisfactory answer to this
question when the information that we want to transmit
and the underlying channel are both classical. It charac-
terizes the performance of every classical channel with
a single figure of merit – classical capacity. However,
if we turn to sending quantum information, it is inade-
quate because the capacity of quantum channels also de-
pends on what other resources are available. This gives
rise to the numerous types of capacity of the quantum
channels. In particular, quantum capacity of the quan-
tum channel characterizes its ability to transmit entan-
glement reliably. Private capacity indicates how suitable
is the channel for the task of secret key sharing. The con-
trast between classical and quantum channels is espe-
cially stark when we turn to zero-capacity channels. In
classical information theory they are precisely the set of
useless channels – the receiver cannot decode the mes-
sage reliably from the sender because of the adverse ef-
fects of noise.
In 2008 Smith and Yard [1] showed that this is not the
case for quantum memoryless channels. They provided
an intriguing example of two zero-capacity memory-
less quantum channels, which, when combined, result
in reliable transmission of quantum information revers-
ing the deleterious effects of noise. This phenomenon
is called superactivation. It is of great interest because it
may provide clues about novel methods of transmitting
the frail quantum data in the presence of the strongly
deleterious noise in the channel.
One important aspect for the channels whose capacity
is currently known to be superactivated is the require-
ment that they must come from two distinct classes:
the first one comes from the set of binding entangle-
ment channels [3], and the second one comes either from
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the set of zero-capacity erasure channels with the ratio-
nal erasure probability or depolarizing channels in the
regime when they become antidegradable [2]. The ca-
pacity of the channel from each of those classes can-
not be superactivated by another channel within same
class [5]. Apart from these two families of channels, it
is not known if there exist qualitatively different zero-
capacity channels that give rise to the superactivation of
the quantum capacity. This is in part because proving
that a given channel has zero capacity is hard.
The simplest example of the channel from the latter
class is the 50% erasure channel: half of the time it for-
wards the input state to the receiver and half of the time
it erases the input state sending Bob the erasure flag.
The quantum and private capacity of erasure channels
is well studied in the regime without feedback. How-
ever, despite its simplicity, the quantum capacity un-
der backward classical communication assistance is un-
known [6, 7].
Another crucial ingredient for superactivation which
was implicitly present in all of the protocols is the use
of inputs, which are entangled across multiple uses of
the channels [1]. This manifestly quantum feature was
known to increase quantum and classical capacity of
quantum channels. It is also the reason why there is no
computationally tractable way of finding the capacity of
general quantum channel. The extent to which inputs
entangled across the uses of the channel may help is un-
known.
Unlike the situation with the quantum capacity, show-
ing that the private capacity can be superactivated
turned out to be a much harder question that remained
without an answer both for the channels with and with-
out memory, despite many efforts [9, 10]. Private ca-
pacity was recently found to be non-additive – the sum
of the private capacities of individual channels turned
out to be smaller than the private capacity of the joint
channel comprised of them [9, 10]. Superactivation is
the strongest form of non-additivity: it occurs when all
the individual channel capacities are zero, but the joint
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2capacity is strictly positive.
Curiously, for all previously known constructions,
which exhibit non-additivity of the private capacity it
is also necessary to make use of the inputs, which are
entangled across the use of the channel.
For many tasks of information processing consider-
ing merely memoryless channels – quantum or classi-
cal – is not sufficient. For most practical purposes one
would like to know how well the channel performs
given finitely many of its uses. In this regime the as-
sumption that noise is uncorrelated between channel
uses is no longer justified – the environment may have
memory. This led to explosive research activity in classi-
cal and quantum information theory that quantifies the
capacity of channels with memory.
In this paper, we provide a general construction for
superactivation of the channels with memory. This con-
struction is in the spirit of Parrondo’s paradox [11], orig-
inally discovered in the context of Brownian ratchets. It
occurs when a player has access to two specific coin-
flipping betting games, each of which being losing for
him. However, contrary to the intuitive expectation,
playing them in an alternating fashion results in a win-
ning game.
We show that the presence of classical memory leads
to superactivation of capacity of classical and quantum
channels. This indicates that the performance of both
classical and quantum channels with memory can no
longer be characterized with a single figure of merit –
its capacity. For quantum channels, we demonstrate
superactivation without the above requirements which
were necessary for the memoryless channels. We intro-
duce two simple zero-capacity quantum channels which
make use only of erasure channels: the first one being
memoryless erasure channel and the second one being
the combination of erasure channels with classical mem-
ory. Their convex combination results in another chan-
nel with shared classical memory (i.e. in which both
channels in the mixture have access to a shared mem-
ory register) which has positive quantum capacity.
Moreover, this effect also holds for the private capac-
ity of the channels with memory. This is especially in-
teresting because due to its simple construction it may
provide clues to constructing the long-sought example
of superactivation of the private capacity in the memo-
ryless setting, which despite many efforts still remains
elusive. The main obstacle for this lies in the difficulty
of proving that a given channel has no private capacity.
For classical channels, we slightly modify the con-
struction used to demonstrate superactivation of the
quantum and private capacity of the quantum channel.
Quantum channels with classical memory can be
much more powerful when it comes to information
transmission. There have been demonstrations of how
memory may benefit information transmission [4]. In
practice, as our construction will show, supplementing
quantum channels with classical memory offers supe-
rior error-correcting capabilities, at a very small price.
However, in theory, such channels are hard to analyze:
estimating their properties and computing the capacity
turns out to be a much harder task than for their mem-
oryless counterparts. In the quantum case this is espe-
cially difficult because for quantum channels with mem-
ory there exists no notion of state-channel duality. Con-
sequently, one cannot introduce a Choi-Jamiołkowski
state to determine the properties of memoryless chan-
nels in the same way as in [3], so new techniques are
required.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section I we in-
troduce the general construction, which gives rise to the
Parrondo effect in the context of communication chan-
nels with memory. In Section II we find channels, which
demonstrate the superactivation effect for the quantum
and private capacity of quantum channels with mem-
ory. Lastly, in Section III, followed by Discussion, we
provide the evidence for the superactivation-like effect
for classical channels with memory.
I. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
We now consider three channels AMA , BMB and CMC ,
where the subscript Mi ∈ Z, i = A, B, C denotes the
memory register of each channel respectively. At this
point, these channels may be classical or quantum, and
they encapsulate the channels which give rise to Par-
rondo’s paradox. They will differ depending on the type
of capacity for which we demonstrate superactivation
and also on the type of channel – quantum or classical
– we are investigating. The channel CλMC consists of the
convex combination of the former two channels with the
shared memory:
CλMC = λAMC + (1− λ)BMC . (1)
In a nutshell, the general form of Parrondo’s paradox
for communication channels with memory works as fol-
lows. Upon sufficiently large number N of individual
uses of each of the channels AMA and BMB , the state of
the memory registers MNA and M
N
B respectively has the
property {
E[MNA ] < M
0
A
E[MNB ] < M
0
B,
(2)
where M0i for i = A, B denote the initial state of the
memory. However, for CλMC one has
E[MNC ] > M
0
C. (3)
We will further omit the subscript of the memory reg-
ister M when it does not cause confusion regarding the
channel it belongs to. It is rather counterintuitive to ex-
pect that the expected value of the memory of the joint
3channel can increase, if the memory of individual chan-
nel decreases with the number of its applications. Pre-
viously, this effect has been demonstrated to occur in a
variety of physical systems [11], but it has never been
considered in the context of information theory.
The gist of the Parrondo’s paradox for communication
channels consists of constructing channels which take
advantage of this unexpected reversal in the growth of
the value of the memory register.
II. SUPERACTIVATION OF THE QUANTUM AND
PRIVATE CAPACITY
We now turn to the explicit construction of quan-
tum channels with memory, which demonstrates the
superactivation-like effect with inputs independent
across the channel while utilizing only erasure channels.
Each of the channels is the erasure channel Np defined
as:
Np(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ p|e〉〈e|. (4)
This channel is arguably one of the simplest nontrivial
quantum channels. It is known that for p ∈ [ 12 , 1] the
channel has zero quantum and private capacity [6] and
it has strictly positive capacity for all values of p ∈ [0, 12 ).
We consider two channels with memory AM and BM,
where M denotes a classical memory subsystem. We
show below that each of the channels has zero capacity,
but their convex combination results in a channel with
positive capacity.
The first channel, AM, operates as follows:
1. Npa with pa = 0.5 acts on the input state ρ.
2. If erasure takes place, the value of M becomes
M˜ = M− 1. Otherwise, M˜ = M + 1.
The second one, BM = T M0M ◦ PM, is the composition
of two channels PM and T M0M acting sequentially. The
channel PM acts on the input state ρ with one of the era-
sure channels Npb or Npc depending on the state of the
classical memory M:
1. Depending on the value of M, PM acts as follows:
PM(ρ) =
{
Npb(ρ), if M mod 3 = 0;
Npc(ρ), otherwise.
(5)
2. If the application of Npb or Npc results in erasure
then the value of M becomes M˜ = M− 1. Other-
wise M˜ = M + 1.
The channel, T M0M acts as follows:
T M0M (ρ) =
{
N0(ρ), if M > M0;
N1(ρ), ifM ≤ M0, (6)
where N0(ρ) = ρ, N1(ρ) = |e〉〈e|. Then, BM = PM ◦
T M0M , and acts on the input state ρ as follows:
1. PM acts on the input state ρ.
2. Its output is forwarded to T M0M .
3. T M0M reads out the value of M and if M ≥ M0, thenN0 acts the state. Otherwise, the N1 acts.
4. The output of T M0M is forwarded to the receiver.
We note that BM is a Markov-type channel in the
sense that its action depends only on what happened in
the previous step. It is also known to be a forgetful chan-
nel. Forgetful channels received a significant amount of
attention in the last years due to their tractable prop-
erties and simple yet powerful structure: an arbitrary
quantum channel with memory can be approximated by
a sequence of forgetful channels [13]. Being one of the
simplest models of the channels with memory, they ad-
mit explicit bounds for their classical and quantum ca-
pacity [12, 14]. In addition to being forgetful it is easy
to see that they are also indecomposable channels [12]:
their operation does not depend on the input state, but
only on the internal state of the memory. The following
Lemma shows that for certain values of pb, pc the chan-
nel BM has zero quantum capacity.
Lemma 1. Consider the channel PM, which uses erasure
channels Npb ,Npc with erasure probabilities pb = 0.9 + e,
pc = 0.25 + e, e = 0.01. The classical memory register M
is initialized with 0. Then the channel BM whose action is
defined in steps 1-5 above has
Q(BM) = 0. (7)
Proof: as we will show below the effect of the BM on
the input will be that of an erasure channel with ex-
tremely high erasure probability, and for each block of
output states of finite length which arrive at Bob, Eve
can degrade her output to match his. This amounts to
establishing that the channel BM is anti-degradable and
thus has zero capacity.
It will suffice to establish the statement of the Lemma
for the tensor power inputs ρ⊗n
AA′
to the channel, because,
as it will become evident at the end,neither entangled or
classically correlated inputs across the uses of the chan-
nel will not provide any advantage.
The state of the memory M changes only upon the
action of the Markov channel PM, and despite of the
unbounded range of integer values that M can take,
its state may be concisely represented by three princi-
pal states {|i〉〈i|}2i=0, which correspond to those values
of M, for which M mod 3 = i. Because our channel
is Markov, after a large number n of uses of PM the
state of the memory will approach its stationary state
Mst = pi0|0〉〈0|+pi1|1〉〈1|+pi2|2〉〈2|, where {pii}2i=0 are
the probabilities to be in the state |i〉〈i|. From Markov
property of the channel it also follows that
‖M−Mst‖1 ≤ δ(n), (8)
4where δ(n) vanishes exponentially quickly in the limit
n→ ∞.
By choosing M0 large enough we ensure that the state
of the underlying Markov chain of PM is arbitrary close
to the stationary state before any state will get transmit-
ted to Bob via T M0M . Therefore, we will limit the analysis
of BM to this case.
We find {pii}2i=0 from the system of equations for the
stationary distribution of the Markov chain:
(1− pc)pi2 + pcpi1 = pi0
(1− pb)pi0 + pcpi2 = pi1
(1− pc)pi1 + pbpi0 = pi2
pi0 + pi1 + pi2 = 1.
(9)
This gives pi0 ≈ 0.3844. The success probability of Alice
transmitting the state ρ through PM when the memory
is in the stationary state is:
Pr(x = ρ) = (1− pb)pi0 + (1− pc)(pi1 + pi2)
= (1− pb)pi0 + (1− pc)(1− pi0)
≈ 0.49914,
where x denotes the state that was output by PM. Now,
consider the channel BM in its entirety. In order for any
state from PM to be communicated to Bob, the value of
M must exceed M0. To understand the behaviour of M
we consider a random walk onZ starting at 0, and mov-
ing left (decreasing the value of M by 1) with probability
p, and right (increasing the value of M by 1) with prob-
ability q = 1− p, where
p = Pr(x = ρ) = 0.49914
q = Pr(x = |e〉〈e|) = 0.50086.
The value of M after n steps is described as the ran-
dom walk Sn = ∑ni=1 Xi of n random variables {Xi}ni=1,
each of which takes values+1 with probability p and−1
with probability q. Note that E [Sn] = nE [X1] = −2αn,
where α = 0.009, and it linearly decreases with each sub-
sequent transmission.
We are now ready to show that effect of BM on the in-
put state is that of an erasure channelNs, with the prob-
ability of erasure s 12 . Consider the probability of Bob
getting a block Lrk = l1...lk of fixed length k through BM
on steps n, n + 1, ..., n + k− 1 of transmission. Each li is
either the erasure flag or a faithfully transmitted state.
More formally, let li1 = ... = lir = ρ, with i1 ≤ ... ≤ ir,
r ≥ 1, and lj = |e〉〈e| for j ∈ {1, ..., k} \ {i1, ..., ir}, r ≤ k.
Because BM is the composition of the two channels T M0M
and PM, the probability of transmitting a sequence of
states Lk via BM factorizes as follows:
Pr(Lk is sent to Bob) =Pr(PM outputs Lk)
× Pr(Si1 ≥ M0, ..., Sir ≥ M0).
We can upper-bound the right hand side above as:
Pr(Bob receives Lk) ≤ Pr(Si1 ≥ M0, ..., Sir ≥ M0)
≤ Pr(Sn ≥ M0).
To estimate Pr(Sn ≥ M0) we make use of the Hoeffd-
ing’s inequality [15]:
Pr(Sn ≥ M0) = Pr(Sn −E [Sn] ≥ M0 −E [Sn]) (10)
= Pr(Sn + 2αn ≥ M0 + 2αn) (11)
≤ exp
(
−2(M0 + 2αn)
2
4n
)
. (12)
Therefore,
Pr(Bob receives Lk) ≤ exp
(
−2α2n
)
. (13)
To ensure that entangled inputs do not help, it is enough
to show that the effect of BM on the input is that of a
memoryless erasure channel. Instead of the fixed block
Lk we consider the general form of the block trains-
mitted to Bob of length k, SBk = s1...sk and show that
for each i the port si was obtained by some erasure
channel with the probability of erasure greater than
0.5. The i-th position in SBk contains the mixture s
B
i =
rρ+ (1− r)|e〉〈e|, where from the above analysis we get
r = exp (−(n− k + i)C) for some constant C > 0, which
depends only on pb and pc. Picking large enough M0 we
can guarantee r  0.5 for all k, and the action of BM on
the input state is that of N1−r with r → 0 when n→ ∞.
One can understand this as follows: with each
step, the expectation of the random walk E [Sn] trav-
els towards −∞ with the speed which is linear in n,
i.e. the difference |M0 − Sn| grows linearly. Central
limit theorem states that after n steps Sn ∈ (−
√
n +
E [Sn] ;E [Sn] +
√
n) with high probability, but this is
not enough, because we need to guarantee that deviat-
ing from the average linearly is highly unlikely. Large
deviation bound confirms this intuition: the probability
of being polynomially far from this region after n steps
vanishes exponentially.
Having established that regardless of input the total
effect of BM on each of the ports of SBk is tantamount to
that of a particular erasure channel with probability of
erasure (1 − r) → 1, the optimal coding for BM must
be the same as the optimal coding for the erasure chan-
nel Ns. We know that its capacity is achieved on tensor
product inputs [6].
Lastly, what remains to be proved is that BM has zero
capacity. It suffices to show that the complementary
channel BcM is degradable (definition of degradability
for quantum channels with memory and its implications
is given in Supplementary Section), which implies that
BM is anti-degradable and thus has zero quantum ca-
pacity. This amounts to showing that for each output
block SBk of length k at Bob’s possession there exists de-
grading map Dk which can degrade Eve’s output SEk to
match Bob’s. Again, we will consider the stationary case
(number of uses of the channel n  1), because in the
non-stationary case the probabilities of getting the state
or the erasure flag will be weighted by δ(n) from (8),
which can be made arbitrarily small. Also, we consider
5the non-trivial regime when M0 > M and the channel
T M0M becomes N0. The i-th position of SEk contains the
mixture sEi = (1− r)ρ + r|e〉〈e|. Showing that Eve can
degrade every position of the SEk to match S
B
k is suffi-
cient to establish degradability of the whole block. Let
Dk,i be the degrading map that acts on the i-th position
of the block. Then, it can be seen as performing the
coin flip and with probability t returning sEi and with
probability 1 − t returning |e〉〈e|, i.e. performing the
map (1 − r)ρ + r|e〉〈e| → t((1 − r)ρ + r|e〉〈e|) + (1 −
t)|e〉〈e| = t(1 − r)ρ + (1 − t(1 − r))|e〉〈e|. This yields
t = r/(1− r) and the degrading map for SEk has the formDk = Dk,1 ◦ ... ◦ Dk,k. uunionsq
Remarkably, transmitting quantum states using the
convex mixture of two zero-capacity channelsA and BM
in which both of the channels have access to the shared
memory register M enables the sender to convey quan-
tum information reliably.
More precisely, consider the channel CλM = λAM +
(1− λ)BM, with λ ∈ (0, 1) and the classical memory M
shared between the channels. The Lemma below shows
that the quantum capacity of such convex mixture for
λ = 0.5 is strictly positive – the capacity of CλM experi-
ences superactivation-like effect. Note that this is qual-
itatively different from establishing the non-convexity
condition for the quantum capacity which states that the
capacity of the channels in the mixture is larger than the
mixture of individual capacities of the respective chan-
nels. Non-convexity is merely the necessary condition
for superactivation, which presents the strongest viola-
tion of additivity, because the channels in the mixture
need not have zero capacity.
We now show that for λ = 0.5 such convex mixture of
zero-capacity erasure channels with memory has posi-
tive capacity.
Lemma 2. Consider the channel C0.5M = 0.5AM + 0.5BM,
where the underlying erasure channels of BM (which form
PM) are Npb ,Npc with erasure probabilities pb = 0.9 + e,
pc = 0.25 + e, e = 0.01 and M0 is large. The state of the
memory register M is initially 0. Then,
Q
(
C0.5M
)
> 0. (14)
Proof: it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to the ten-
sor product inputs and the stationary state of the mem-
ory Mst by picking a large enough M0 as in the proof of
Lemma 1. The value of M after n steps of transmission
will be determined by the random walk Sn = ∑ni=1 Xi
where each of the random variables {Xi}ni=1 takes val-
ues +1 with probability p and −1 with probability q =
1 − p with p and q computed below. Unlike the case
with BM, the memory register of C0.5M can change in two
distinct ways: when M mod 3 = 0 then half of the time
PM has acted on the input withNpb transmitting the in-
put perfectly with probabilities 1 − pb, and half of the
time withNpa , which sent the state intact with probabil-
ity 1− pa. Similarly, in other cases, half of the time Npc
acted on the input state transmitting the input perfectly
with probability 1− pc, or half of the time Npa sent the
state perfectly with probability 1 − pa. This results in
new probabilities rb, rc of successfully sending the state
when the memory is divisible by 3 and when it is not,
respectively:
rb =
1
2
(1− pa) + 12 (1− pb), (15)
rc =
1
2
(1− pa) + 12 (1− pc). (16)
Then solving the system (9) with new probabilities of
success (1− pb) = rb and (1− pc) = rc we find pi0 =
0.345 and
p = Pr(xk = ρ) = rbpi0 + rc(1− pi0) ≈ 0.5078,
q = 1− p ≈ 0.4922.
Then E [Sn] = nE [X1] = 2αn, where α = 0.0078. Unlike
the random walk, which underpins BM in Lemma 1, this
random walk is biased in the positive direction, and for
a sufficiently large number n of uses of C0.5M the value of
M will be larger than any fixed constant M0. To formal-
ize this intuition, define xi = ρ, i = 1, ...n to be Alice’s
input to C0.5M , and yi, i = 1, ..., n to be Bob’s output. The
probability of Alice to transmit the input state ρ to Bob
successfully on the n-th use of the channel is given by:
Pr(yn = ρ) (17)
= Pr(xn = ρ)(1− Pr(Sn ≤ M0)) (18)
= p(1− Pr(S˜n ≥ −M0)) (19)
= p(1− Pr(S˜n −E[S˜n] ≥ −M0 −E[S˜n])) (20)
= p(1− Pr(S˜n + 2βn ≥ −M0 + 2βn)) (21)
= p
(
1− exp
(
− (−M0 + 2βn)
2
4n
))
, (22)
where S˜n = ∑ni=1 X˜i is the symmetric reflection of the
random walk Sn with Xi being +1 with probability q
and −1 with probability p and ES˜n = 2βn, β = −α. We
applied Hoeffding’s inequality in Eqn. (22).
After some finite number of steps n0 the channel
T M0M starts acting as the identity channel, and the
probability of sending the state ρ to Bob is given by
Pr(yn = ρ). Note that limn→∞ Pr(yn = ρ) =
limn→∞ p
(
1− exp
(
− (−M0+2βn)24n
))
= p. For large (fi-
nite) n the effect of C0.5M is that of an erasure channel Ns
with s < 0.5, which has positive capacity. uunionsq
The simple structure of the underlying channels in
the construction of A, BM and C0.5M makes it possible to
make a similar statement about their private capacity.
From the proofs of Lemma 1 and 2 it immediately fol-
lows that the private capacity of the two channels and
their convex combination can be superactivated:
6Corollary 1. For the quantum channels A, BM and C0.5M we
have: 
P(A) = 0
P(BM) = 0
P(C0.5M ) > 0.
(23)
III. SUPERACTIVATION OF THE CAPACITY OF
CLASSICAL CHANNEL WITH MEMORY
The purpose of this section is to show that using Par-
rondo’s paradox one can construct classical channels
with memory for which one can demonstrate superac-
tivation of the capacity.
Consider AMA(x) to be the natural generalization of
the binary symmetric channel with memory and proba-
bility p of confusing the input x ∈ {0, 1}:
AMA(0) = 0 with p = 0.5 and M˜A = MA + 1
AMA(0) = 1 with p = 0.5 and M˜A = MA − 1
AMA(1) = 1 with p = 0.5 and M˜A = MA + 1
AMA(1) = 0 with p = 0.5 and M˜A = MA − 1
(24)
The capacity of AMA is
C(AMA) = 1− H(0.5) = 0, (25)
where H(p) is the binary entropy function.
The second channel, BMB , has identical construction
to the one described in Section II with the only differ-
ence that instead of quantum states the channel takes
input x ∈ {0, 1}. Following the proof of Lemma 1 up to
the step where we prove degradability amounts to es-
tablishing that the probability of successful decoding for
the rate R > 0 decays exponentially. This implies that
BMB has vanishing capacity and limn→∞ C(B(n)MB) = 0,
where the superscript indicated the number of uses of
BMB . Now, consider the channel C0.5MC , comprised of the
channels AMC and BMC as in Eqn. (1). After sufficiently
many uses of the channel, the memory of the channel
CλMC becomes MC  M0 and we are left with the mix-
ture of
C˜0.5MC = 0.5AMC + 0.5PMC . (26)
Following the calculation of Lemma 2, it is straight-
forward to see that C(C0.5MC ) > 0.
IV. DISCUSSION
In our paper we have shown how Parrondo’s paradox
naturally leads to constructions, which demonstrate the
superactivation of the capacity for classical and quan-
tum channels with memory. We constructed two quan-
tum zero-capacity channels which consist of the combi-
nation of the simplest erasure channels. Adding classi-
cal memory to the construction made it possible to su-
peractivate the capacity of the mixture of those chan-
nels. This is especially surprising in the light of the fact
that the quantum capacity of erasure channels cannot
be superactivated by one or more memoryless erasure
channels with zero capacity. Adding classical memory
lifts this necessary requirement, which manifests itself
for the known examples of superactivation in the mem-
oryless case.
We have also shown the analogous construction for
classical communication channels with memory demon-
strating superactivation of their classical capacity. The
effect which was only known to exist for quantum ca-
pacity of the memoryless quantum channel has now be-
come possible for other types of capacity of quantum
as well as classical communication channels once we al-
lowed classical memory.
There were two distinct kinds of erasure channels Np
used in the construction of the quantum channels with
memory: degradable (p < 0.5) and anti-degradable
(p ≥ 0.5). Despite similar description, their properties
are significantly different. The former class of channels
does not have a tractable analytical characterization.
The chanels of this kind do not even form a closed set.
On the other hand, the class of all anti-degradable chan-
nels, being closed and convex, admits tractable char-
acterization. For many practical applications one may
send quantum information through the channel which
may be either degradable or anti-degradable without
full knowledge of which of the two classes it belongs
to. The natural example is sending quantum informa-
tion through the erasure channel when there is some un-
certainty about its erasure probability or when erasure
probability varies. The open question is to find the ca-
pacity when the transmission is performed using chan-
nels which belong to one of the classes above.
In the context of memoryless quantum channels, it
is known that the quantum capacity can be superacti-
vated. It is plausible that the private capacity can be
superactivated as well, but this question is still open
despite attempts to resolve it [9, 10]. Finding a suit-
able way of approximating the channels with memory
in our construction with their memoryless counterparts
will lead to resolution of this question.
The nontrivial channel in our construction, BMB , con-
sists of the composition of two channels, PM and T M0M .
However, the use of T M0M is rather artificial. It was neces-
sitated by the fact that it was not possible to show that
the channel PM alone has zero capacity. It makes the
construction insensitive to the nature of the underlying
channels – quantum or classical – used for superactiva-
tion. Therefore, an open question is whether there exists
a way to achieve the genuine quantum superactivation
effect for quantum channels with memory which is im-
7possible for the classical channels with memory.
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V. SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION
A. Degradable channels with memory
The notion of degradable channel, first introduced
by [17] was only considered in the context of memo-
ryless channels. Here we provide a natural generaliza-
tion of the notion of degradability to the channels with
memory. For the latter, one cannot talk about the Choi-
Jamiołkowski state of the channel. Therefore, a natural
generalization of the notion of degradability (and anti-
degradability) makes use of the output of the channel
with memory after the finite number of its uses.
Definition 2. The channel NM with memory register M is
degradable if
∀n∃ CPTP map D(n) : N c,(n)M = D(n) ◦ N (n)M , (27)
where N (n)M and N c,(n)M represent n uses of NM and
its complementary channel respectively. Similarly, one
defines anti-degradable channel with memory:
Definition 3. The channel NM with memory M is anti-
degradable if
∀n∃ CPTP map D(n) : N (n)M = D(n) ◦ N c,(n)M (28)
Analogously to the memoryless case, anti-degradable
channel with memory has zero quantum capacity:
Observation 4. LetNM be the anti-degradable channel with
memory andN (n)M denotes its use n times. Then for all inputs
σ the following is true:
1. Ic(σ,N (n)M ) ≤ 0.
2. Q(N (n)M ) = 0.
3. Q(NM) = 0.
The proof of the above observations is identical to the
proof of Proposition 1 in [18].
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